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Craftsman's Corner

GM (see Hints For Homebuilders by. D. E. Baker, June 1992) and Chrysler need both ends of the field in the alter- nator available outside the alternator case. 
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CRAFTSMAN'S CORNER



Ben Owen



SELECTING A CHARGING SYSTEM By Lloyd Hartenberger



the alternator to produce excessive output voltage and damage to sensitive electronics. Over charging batteries and shortening the life of Selection of an alternator for your lamps can result. Many of the imported homebuilt aircraft involves several important considerations. Perhaps the cars have alternators that first should be how the unit will mount are compact and easily on the engine. Rotation direction shoehorned into the tightest should be taken into account as most cowling. Mitsubishi made alternators will deliver output when ro- units for a number of autated in either direction, but internal tomakers (Dodge small cooling (and dependability) can be ad- pickups for one) that adapt versely affected by rotation opposite to aircraft quite well. They The Wells Manufacturing Company (Fond du Lac, design. Some alternators (notably Gen- have external cooling fans WI) regulator (see June 1993 SPORT AVIATION, eral Motors from the '70s and '80s, Ford that can be changed for re- page 83, for schematic). "I" is the ignition switch for and Motorola) have reverse rotation verse rotation and both cars only; "A" goes to the battery; "S" to the stator fans available from both automotive external and internal regu- ahead of the rectifier and "F" is the field. The case and marine sources. When using the lated models. Their internal must also be grounded at one of the mounting pads. Cessna uses a very similar regulator. General Motors and Ford units, careful regulated units are easily _____ assembly of the drive pulley retaining converted for "turn off in The field circuit should be protected nut is also necessary as no shaft key is flight" capabilities with only a small with a five amp circuit breaker (a togprovided and an under-torqued nut internal modification similar to the gle-type breaker can serve as the will allow the pulley to spin on the Delco-Remy units from GM. alternator switch also) and should begin Nippon-Denso alternators are atshaft and disassemble itself. Detroit on the alternator side of the main alterDiesel marine engines use this arrange- tractive because of their small size and nator circuit breaker. By connecting the ment with no problems at all. The later weight, however, their internal fans field feed ahead of the main breaker, the model Chevrolet Corvair also used a are not reversible and with the excep- voltage regulator will still function in reverse rotation fan on the alternator. tion of late model 1989 to 1993 Chrysler the event that the main breaker should This fan should be available from products with external regulators, they open. Otherwise this results in excesDelco-Rcmy and will also fit on Ford require difficult modification to allow sively high voltages being impressed on them to be turned off for emergencies units similar to Cessna's alternator. the alternator rectifier diodes. Internal vs external regulator? I in flight. They can be converted to exA charge indicator (volt meter or prefer external with the possible ex- ternally regulated to solve the turn off ammeter) should be installed to comception of the General Motors units in flight problem and their depend- plete the system. with internal regulators (with the ability can be enhanced somewhat at diode trio removed so they may be the same time. The cooling becomes turned off in flight in an emergency). less critical when the regulator is Editor's Note: Voltage regulators to accompany alternators for homebuilt airThe external regulator gives one more mounted externally. The w i r i n g associated with the craft have been discussed in previous freedom in mounting, i.e., for better cooling and easier diagnosis when charging system can be sized the same SPORT AVIATION articles. Seethe things don't work. Regulators from as all the other wiring by the use of the GM/Delco alternator/voltage regulator GM (see Hints For Homebuilders by wire chart in FAA Pub. AC-43. If you installation, June 1992 SPORT AVIAD. E. Baker, June 1992) and Chrysler follow the chart you should have no TION, page 75 by Don Baker; August need both ends of the field in the alter- trouble at all. AC-43 has a wealth of 7992, page 4, Letters to the Editor by nator available outside the alternator information on electrical wiring and a Lloyd Hartenberger on adding a safety case. This can usually be accom- host of other topics and should be a feature to that GM regulator; October plished with minor modification of the standard reference for any one doing 1992, page 107, discussing both Don alternator and I would recommend any work on an aircraft either experi- Baker's article and Lloyd Hartenberger's doing so if you are removing an inter- mental or certified. (Available from letter, and the recent Hints For Homenal regulator. Ford regulators can be EAA, stock number 21-37806 at $14.95 builders, June 1993, page 83, by used with alternators that have one plus $3.25 shipping and handling.) Hartenberger regarding the particular Circuit protection for the charging Ford regulator. end of the field grounded internally, In addition to the author of this article, thus they can be adapted to almost system should include a circuit breaker slightly larger than the rated output of a newsletter entitled The AeroElectric any alternator you choose to use. One key area to address with any reg- the alternator. The alternator is inher- Connection is available from Robert L. ulator, and especially externally mounted ently self limiting in output when Nuckolls II, Madison River Press, 6936 regulators, is adequate grounding of the connected to a normal electrical system. Bainbridge Rd., Wichita, KS 67226-1008, regulator case or frame. When the If not properly protected, wiring can 316/685-8617. Both Lloyd and Robert ground for the regulator becomes loose chaff and short to ground or a shorted can give advice on electrical systems. or broken the regulator cannot sense the rectifier assembly in the alternator could Robert is equipped to do schematics for proper system voltage and usually causes cause excessive current and damage. amateur built aircraft. EAA 175723 Rt. 1, Box398B Chester, IL 62233
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tying it down at fly-ins would be a lot easier using this device. ... 3A32C Series. P21EA. D3A32C Series. P21EA. 3AF32C. P22EA. D3AF32C. P22EA. 3AF34C.
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sirable colors to paint an engine. For opti- ... cooling but the color of the paint doesn't. The second .... AGILEâ€” Light, smooth controls make aerobatics a joj.
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Inspecting the fit of tubing joints on the bottom side. (side nearest the plywood panel ... The angle finder makes for a more versatile device, however. FIGURE 2.
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Stress corrosion cracking. Filiform. AREAS/COMPONENTS. Skin frames/ribs/panels, etc. Attachments/fittings, subassemblies. Extrusions/castings, forgings.
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MAGNETO IS essentially a small AC generator, constructed so that the ... A typical 4 cylinder installation with a Bendix mag, (2 ..... Good Luck and Good Flying.
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sary but often expensive special tools needed to properly ... terials, tools or techniques they think would be of interest ... tool box in its 2" x 2" storage box.
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LIGHTWEIGHT WIND GENERATOR. By Chuck Larsen. EAA Designee Director. IVEN THE SIMPLEST of homebuilts and ultra- lights have been touched by ...
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time to make some repairs and repaint it, I decided to reskin all ... I read all of the FAA and EAA books and articles I could ... of scrap aluminum. I then examined it.
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Aircraft wood is best cut with sharp tools, and sandpaper ... EAA member John ... wood. The technician told him that those are fine as long as the dust is removed ...
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CRAFTSMAN'S CDRNFR. Ben Owen. WHEELS AND BRAKES. I received a call from a pilot who was having difficulty in holding her aircraft during run-ups past.
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size and re-build and seal closed the box with DUCT. TAPE. (Greatest .... lease wax and a coat of P.V.A. film release. ... safety equipment and ventilation. A good ...
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A few miles from his home field he ran out of gas. ... who hasn't run out of gas or on some occasion had a low tank. ... It takes only one little bee to plug a vent.
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Now tape 3 or 4 sheets together lengthwise, depending on the length of the airfoil, keeping the lines nice and straight. Now, obtain the airfoil coordinates.
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item is taken care of by the manufacturer of both the engine and the mags. ... The breaker is set to open just after this point is reached. This is called the "E Gap ... time you have prop started an engine, the loud click you hear as you pass the ..
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thick fabric or short lengths of reinforc- ing tape between the stitches and to al- most completely eliminate any bumps from the stitches when hidden rib stitch-.
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over 650 feet per minute. How much prop thrust do you think you might be getting out of the. 115 hp, which is pulling you slowly into the "wild blue yonder." 550.
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you should use the rib drawing to deter- ... With this tool, the incidence along the wing (or wash-in and wash-out along the ... If you line up the trailing edge.
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and incorrect method of installation of this fitting. Very often, particularly on homebuilt aircraft, I have seen the incorrect mode of installation as shown in Il-.
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When starting the engine in my. Skybolt after a long storage period and minor overhaul, I could not get the Lycoming HIO-360 engine to run when I advanced the ...
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However, they do lighten up the ailer- ons! One of the first ... the World's Aircraft" for 1970-71, you will see the Zlin with ... Mike was a consultant for one of the.
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attached to ensure that they do stay in place. The propeller is primarily driven by the fric- tion between the rear propeller disk and the face of the prop extension ...
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DUCTED FAN OPERATION. Introduction: Why ... tailored to fit the power curve of an auto- derivative engine ... An F-16 with a v-8 or a rotary auto engine coupled.
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I P ORIGINAL RIB STITCH SPACING CANNOT BE DETERMINED, ... NG IN SLIf. i i i i. -SPA ... Tying the seine knot used in rib stitching can be tricky.
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The resin system to use when making molds is vinylester resin, which has a very low shrinkage rate. Do not use polyester resin â€” it has a high shrinkage rate.
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